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Serving Our
Communities

MESSAGE FROM
CAROLINE & JIM

With Edison International’s significant presence throughout California
and beyond, we feel a strong connection to the communities we serve.
Many customers and team members live and work in SCE’s service area.
So do the suppliers that support our efforts to lead the transformation
of the electric power industry toward a clean energy future.

Leadership Message
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Communities
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Investing In
Our Future

When our communities thrive, we thrive. For as long as Edison International has been in business, we’ve also been
in the business of serving our communities.
Whether it’s our team members giving their time by restoring a mural defaced by graffiti, awarding scholarships to
increase diversity in science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) fields and skilled trades, or funding initiatives
to increase access to open space in underserved neighborhoods, we are committed to improving the quality of life
in the region.
Guiding community investments is our foundational commitment to DEI, which is engrained throughout our business.
A far-reaching example of DEI in action is SCE’s robust and successful Supplier Diversity Program.
Doing business with diverse firms has brought exciting innovations to SCE and is key to safely delivering reliable,
affordable and clean electric service to customers. Beyond SCE’s operations, these supplier diversity activities contribute
to stronger neighborhoods, including job creation and wage generation.
We created this inaugural Community & Economic Impact Report to illustrate how
we are supporting our communities and making an impact in Central, Coastal and
Southern California. In the following pages, you’ll see how these investments
and activities contribute to our customers, our company and our region’s future.
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